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ABSTRACT

The necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a-surfaces in com-

plex space-time manifolds with nonvanishing torsion is derived. For these manifolds, Lie

brackets of vector fields and spinor Ricci identities contain explicitly the effects of torsion.

This leads to an integrability condition for a-surfaces which does not involve just the self-

dual Weyl spinor, as in complexified general relativity, but also the torsion spinor, in a

nonlinear way, and its covariant derivative. A similar result also holds for four-dimensional,

smooth real manifolds with a positive-definite metric. Interestingly, a particular solution

of the integrability condition is given by right-flat and right-torsion-free space-times.
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Twistor theory was created by Roger Penrose as an approach to the quantum-gravity

problem where null surfaces and some particular complex manifolds are regarded as fun-

damental entities, whereas space-time points are only derived objects, since they might

become ill-defined at the Planck length [1-2]. It is by now well-known that the building

blocks of classical field theory in Minkowski space-time are the a-planes. In other words,

one first takes complexified compactified Minkowski space CM#, and one then defines

a-planes as null 2-surfaces, such that the metric vanishes over them, and their null tangent

vectors have the two-component-spinor form \AnA , where XA is varying and irA is fixed

by a well-known differential equation. This definition can be generalized to complex or real

Riemannian (i.e. with positive-definite metric) space-times provided the Weyl curvature

is anti-self-dual, giving rise to the so-called a-surfaces.

We are here interested in the case of complex space-times with nonvanishing torsion

(hereafter referred to as CU4 space-times). This study appears relevant at least for the

following reasons : (i) the definition of torsion is a peculiarity of relativistic theories of

gravitation; (ii) the gauge theory of the Poincare group leads to theories with torsion; (iii)

theories with torsion are theories of gravity with second-class constraints; (iv) if torsion

is nonvanishing, the occurrence of cosmological singularities can be less generic than in

general relativity [2]. We have thus studied the problem : what are the conditions on

curvature and torsion for a CU4 space-time to admit a-surfaces (defined as above) ?

The starting point of our calculation, based on the use of the full ^-connection with

torsion [2], is the evaluation of the Lie bracket of two vector fields X and Y tangent to a



totally null 2-surface in CU*. By virtue of Frobenius' theorem, this Lie bracket is a linear

combination of X and Y :

[X^^tpX + ypY , (1)

where tp and ip are scalar functions. Moreover, using the definition of the torsion tensor

S(X, Y), one also has :

[X, Y] = VXY - VYX - 2S[X, Y] . (2)

Thus, since in CU* models the torsion tensor, antisymmetric in the first two indices, can

be expressed spinorially as :

= XABCC> e*B> + XA>BFC' *AB , (3)

where the spinors x ^^^ X a r e symmetric respectively in AB and A'B', and are totally

independent, one finds by comparison of Eqs. (1) and (2) that [2] :

>AC' , (4)

where we have set Xa — \AirA , Ya — \IA-KA . This is the desired necessary and sufficient

condition for the field irA to define an a-surface in the presence of torsion [1-2], We now

have to derive the integrabih'ty condition for Eq. (4). For this purpose, we operate with

irB' •KCVA
C, on both sides of Eq. (4), we repeatedly use the Leibniz rule and Eq. (4), and

we also use the spinor formula for the Rietnann tensor and spinor Ricci identities. The



relations we need are respectively [2] :

Rabcd =i}ABCD£A'B'£C'D' + i>A> B'C D'^AB^CD

+ $ A' B'CD^AB^CD'

' + ^A'

(5)

rC' . (6)

As usual, the twiddle symbol denotes spinor or scalar quantities independent of their un-

twiddled counterpart. The spinors ijt and t/f axe the Weyl spinors, and are thus invariant

under conformal rescalings of the metric [2]. The spinors S and E express the antisym-

metric part of the Ricci tensor. Using also the well-known property A^AA = -n"J4»?rA = 0,

the integrability condition for a-surfaces is thus found to be [2] :

i>A>B'C'D' = -*XA-B>AL'XC>LAD' + *XL'B' AC'XA' D'AL

+ 2VA
D,{XA'B'AC) • (7)

Note that an analogous result holds if the metric is positive-definite rather than complex [2].

The corresponding manifold is here denoted by RU±. Interestingly, a particular solution

of Eq. (7) is given by i}A'B'CD' = 0, XA'CAB' = 0. By analogy with complexified general

relativity, the particular CV\ and RU4 space-times satisfying these additional conditions

are here called right-flat and right-torsion-free. This means that the surviving Weyl and



torsion spinors, i.e. TJJABCD and XABCC > do not affect the integrability condition (7) for

a-surfaces.
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